Assessment and documentation of bowel care management in palliative care: incorporating patient preferences into the care regimen.
Nurses in a palliative care unit (PCU) recognized that there were several inconsistencies relating to assessment and documentation of patient preferences in bowel care management. Although bowel care is recognized as of key importance to the wellbeing of palliative care patients, there is little evidence in current literature about accommodation of patient preferences in bowel care management. A questionnaire was developed to assess whether patient preferences were elicited on admission to the PCU, were documented, and were included in the bowel care regimen. Data were collected from 100 patients in two PCUs in Australia. The findings suggested that little was assessed or documented about bowel care management on admission except functional or pharmacological information. According to patients in the study, their preferences were seldom incorporated into the bowel care regimen. Lack of documentation of bowel care preferences was also found following an audit of patient notes. Techniques for eliciting information, awareness of alternative or complementary methods of bowel care and better documentation procedures are all recommended for inclusion in nursing practice in the palliative care setting.